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Rustic Powder Bath 

The designer termed this bathroom suite as Asian influenced due to its ambient lighting and warm 

color palette. True to Asian cultures the brown tones represent the harmony between earth and 

comfort. The color palette and play on textures gave this space the zen-like vibe the designer was 

seeking to achieve. The Character Cherry gives this powder bathroom an aged look with its 

exposed knots and mineral streaks, showing off its natural beauty. This powder bath is small and 

setting the correct mood is essential. Playing it up with more mood lighting and less natural light, 

makes it easier to set the desired mood.   

About the Design 

Since guests often use powder rooms that are not bound to any other room’s design, they’re an 

excellent opportunity to experiment with warmer colors, patterns, and textures. To achieve the 

relaxing atmosphere, the designer used Wellborn Cabinet’s Estate Series with the Elegant Bath 

Collection and the newly launched Pleasant Hill Series. With the new Pleasant Hill Series, the 

Seville Square door style was used and features a Drift stain on Character Cherry. The eye-

catching element in this powder room is the vessel sink which the Pleasant Hill Series was 

specifically designed for, to ensure the countertop always stays clutter-free. The vanity’s deep 

construction allows for plenty of storage despite the necessary under sink plumbing. The Hafele 

Loox lighting program was used throughout the powder bath which gave the space an upscale feel. 

The cabinet drawers have quality 5/8” hardwood dovetail joints providing strength and durability 

for a lifetime. 

SPACE #12 
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Spa Inspired Vanity 

Powder rooms are often small spaces, which is why powder room vanities can be an efficient and 

elegant solution for storage and primping needs. Sleek, modern lines and a surprising amount of 

storage make this vanity an ideal choice in this small bathroom. Two deep U-shaped drawers 

conveniently hold hair-styling tools, cosmetics, towels and other essentials, making it easy to 

achieve a clean, uncluttered look. Above the top drawer, there is a U-shaped drawer hidden for 

smaller items that would typically envelop a countertop. The drawers in the vanity feature acrylic 

dividers which separate the objects stored in the drawers. These U-shaped drawers are attractive 

not only in their design but also for the ability to ultimately surpass the issues with plumbing. 

The open shelf at the bottom of the vanity creates versatile room for storing multiple items or 

displaying designer towels, easily viewed by guests. This vanity design is straight out of a 

magazine; the square edge posts add the simple detailing every powder bath needs.  

Pleasant Hill Series Vanity 

Hidden U-Shaped Drawer and Two U-

Shaped Drawers with Acrylic 

Dividers 
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Reflect with Wellborn  

In bathrooms where space is at a premium, 

it’s crucial that the storage solutions 

incorporated are smart and use every inch 

of room available. On the sides of the 

mirror are pullouts which are perfect for 

housing those everyday items for easier 

access.   

Mirror Pullout 

Suit Your Storage Needs 

The designer believed in incorporating as much 

functional organization into this cabinet area as 

possible. The door concealing the linen cabinet is 

equipped with smooth close hinges so slamming the 

cabinet door is a thing of the past. With three sliding 

shelves with soft close gliding mechanisms, storing 

linens is made simple and efficient for guests. Along 

with accessible storage, this vanity linen cabinet has 

interior lighting to make up for the ambient light in 

this space.  

Sliding Shelves with Interior Lighting 


